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Abstract
This paper summarizes an ongoing work in
multimedia processing aimed at the automated
archiving and selective retrieval of textual, pictorial
and auditory information contained in video programs.
Video processing performs the task representing the
visual information using a small subset of the video
frames. Linguistic processing refines the closed
caption text, generates table of contents, and creates
links to relevant multimedia documents. Audio and
video information are compressed, and indexed based
on their temporal association with the selected video
frames and processed text. The derived information is
used to automatically generate a hypermedia rendition
of the program contents. This provides a compact
representation of the information contained in the
video program. It also serves as a textual and pictorial
index for selective retrieval of the full-motion video
program. A fully automatic system has been set up
that generates HyperText Markup Language (HTML)
renditions of television programs, and makes them
available for access over the Internet within seconds
of their broadcast.

Introduction
The availability of low-cost and fast mass storage devices,
coupled with effective media compression algorithms have
made it feasible to store large volumes of multimedia
information in digital form. Advances in network
technology have made it possible to access this information
remotely. Internet technology and the user interfaces
provided by client software have enabled the effective
presentation and browsing of multimedia and hypermedia
documents.

The majority of the documents that currently exist on the
World Wide Web have been created, or converted from
other representations to the proper format, manually. This
is also true for the indexing that is needed to allow for
efficient navigation through this data. Such manual
creation, conversion and indexing involves spending large
amounts of labor and prevents the presentation of

important information in a timely manner. Effective
creation and utilization of these large on-line information
repositories requires fast automated techniques to organize,
condense and index multimedia information for searching,
browsing, and selective retrieval.

We describe a number of media processing
algorithms and a fully automated system based on these
algorithms that generates hypermedia renditions of closed
captioned television programs.

Video Processing

An important step in the creation of a compact
representation of a video program is to condense and index
the video information. Image processing is used to
analyze every frame of the video stream in real-time to
segment it into the constituent shots. This is achieved by a
content-based sampling algorithm (Shahraray 1995).
Block matching between consecutive video frames
generates motion vectors and match values between
corresponding blocks in these frames. The block match
values are combined to generate a frame match signal
measuring the global match between consecutive frames
(figure 1).
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Figure 1. Content-Based Sampling of Video
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A motion analysis module performs the task of estimating
the global motion parameters pertaining to the camera pan
and tilt operations. A motion-controlled filter operating on
the frame match signal working in conjunction with a finite
state decision module enables the detection of cuts and
gradual transitions between shots. Quantitative information
about camera operations is used to detect camera-induced
scene changes and segment individual shots. A single
frame from each segment is retained to represent the visual
information within the segment. These representative
frames collectively provide a compact representation of the
visual contents of the program. They also serve as indices
into the audio portion of the program, as well as the full-
motion video.

Further processing of the video includes measurement of
the degree of similarity between the representative images
to detect matching scenes. This information helps improve
the final representation of the information. We are also
working on incorporating algorithms for finding heads and
faces in the video processing (Graf et al. 1996) to improve
the characterization of the video.

The video processing stage uses only the image
brightness values and does not rely on color information.
This is an important issue when dealing with existing
archival data that contain large volumes of black and white
video material. In these cases, the reliance of the
processing algorithms on color information would
preclude their usefulness. Efficient computational methods
have been devised that enable the real-time processing of
video using a fraction of the cycles of a common PC
platform.

Text Processing

Currently, the textual component of the Pictorial
Transcripts is derived from the closed caption text that
accompanies an increasing number of television
broadcasts. The closed caption information is recovered
from the video signal during the real-time acquisition
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Data Acquisition

This phase also involves the acquisition and processing of
audio, video and the extraction of information pertaining to
the temporal relationships between different media
components.

The raw closed caption text undergoes lexical and
linguistic processing to convert it to a form suitable for
generating the hypermedia documents. This processing
serves several purposes (figure 3). It converts the upper-
case text into lower-case while preserving the correct
capitalization. The phrase database used for this purpose is
generated automatically by off-line analysis of a large
corpus of the Associated Press news wire.
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Figure 3. Text Processing

Text processing is also used to refine the temporal
relationship between the text and images by adjusting the
text segmentation boundaries. Index terms that are used to
generate a table of contents are extracted from the closed
caption text. Predetermined words and phrases are spotted
and used to generate links to relevant material. Currently
these tasks rely on phrase databases that have been
generated either automatically or manually.

In the absence of closed caption text, speech processing
has to be employed to provide the textual component of the
hypermedia representation of the video program. Effective
application of speech recognition to the automated
transcription of video programs has been reported by other
researchers (Hauptmann & Witbrock 1977). Such
automatically generated transcripts have proved useful for
performing text-based queries despite their limited
accuracy. We are investigating the application of AT&T’s
large vocabulary automatic speech recognizer (Riley et al.
1995, Mohri & Riley 1997) to address this problem. This
recognizer has an off-line accuracy of 90.5 percent (with 
60,000 word vocabulary size), on the North American
Business (NAB) task. The real-time word error rate (with
20,000 word vocabulary size) is about 27 percent. Parallel
implementations of the recognition algorithm allows for
faster than real-time performance with a 20,000 word
vocabulary.
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Audio Processing
While the combination of the images and text provides the
most compact representation of the information content of
the video program, audio is included to convey additional
information. When no textual component is present, the
inclusion of audio is essential.

A low-complexity, wideband speech coder known as
Transform Predictive Coder (TPC) is used to compress the
audio stream (Chen& Wang 1996). The TPC coder 
used to generate 7ICHz bandwidth speech at 16 kilobits /
second. This bit-rate is sufficiently low to allow the
delivery of the audio, images and text components over a
switched telephone networks with commonly used
modems. Digitization and compression of audio is
performed in real-time during the acquisition phase. Audio
is segmented on the basis of its temporal relationship with
the video segments.

Further processing of the audio stream for feature
extraction and event detection is being investigated. The
TPC coder generates the LPC coefficients and pitch
estimates that can be utilized to perform additional analysis
of the audio stream.

Hypermedia Document Retrieval

In the final phase, the information derived by media
processing is used to automatically generate a hypermedia
rendition of the program contents in HTML form
(Shahraray & Gibbon 1995). A segment of a sample page
generated by the system in depicted in figure 4. Audio
icons next to each image can be used to initiate the replay
of the corresponding audio contents. In this case, the
compact representation serves as an index into the audio
stream. A similar arrangement is used to initiate selective
replay of motion video by selecting the images. This has
been achieved through an interface to the FusionNet
multimedia information-on-demand system (Civanlar,
Cash, & Haskell 1996). Video segments selected using
the Pictorial Transcripts as an index, are delivered over the
switched telephone network.

The system provides several searching and browsing
mechanisms to facilitate selective retrieval. These include
a calendar interface for selecting a particular program from
an archive of television programs accumulated over more
than two years. An example of a page used to choose
among different programs is shown in figure 5. Each
program is organized into pages. Currently, the
segmentation of the program into individual pages is based
on size, as well as detected commercial boundaries. Work
is underway to take advantage of more advanced text
segmentation techniques to perform topic segmentation
(Salton et al. 1996). An index page enables the selection 
the pages using textual and pictorial indices.

[] Demonsh-ators tried to stop them but they
were clubbed by police and again shots were
fired but it’s not indq~eaidently colffimled as to
whether the shots were fired into the air or
into the crowd directly apparealtly some 30 to

[] 40 people have been injured or wounded,

[]

[]

Natalie: we’re back in the U.S,, most areas
feelil~ tile full force of winter these days.
Linden: I don’t leamw if we want to go to Ted
for this, but I think we have to,

[] As a matter of fact, the fi’ont is headed through
tile Atlm~ta m’ea right now, in file north mid
west we’re looking at fairly &~, weather
overall M the western r.hfited State~ from the
mountains east, that’s where the trouble is, the

[] front is blooming to tile soufli if you will, alld
vcay cold air is sliding southwm’d, the frout now in the south and eastern
United States, you can see the leadiiL~ edge where the mixture of
precipitation is i~ining to the south aud a lot oflalow to the holed1.

Figure 4. A Sample Page from a Pictorial Transcript

Figure 5. Program Index Page

Figure 6 depicts the pictorial segment of an index page. An
archive of video programs collected over the period of
several years can be searched using available search
engines. The information can then be presented either in
HTML form, or using a streaming multimedia player
(figure 7) that delivers a synchronized presentation of the
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representative images, the text and the audio. The low
average bandwidth of the media used enables the delivery
of this presentation over telephone lines.

Conclusions

Several media processing algorithms and a working system
based on these algorithms were described. The system is
an example of how text, image, audio, and video
processing and understanding techniques can be integrated
to condense, organize and index information for efficient
archiving and intelligent content-based retrieval.

Figure 6. An Example of a Pictorial Index

Figure 7. Streaming Image, Text and Audio Player
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